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Holy Land tour taken by President Parrott
By Dr. Leslie Parrott

Caesarea Phillippi which is set at
There is nothing like a trip to the the point where Israel, Lebanon,
Holy Land to increase the sensitivi and Syria come together. We saw
ty of a Christian to the geography the places where the PLO had lobb
and historical dynamics of the Bi ed their explosives down on the
ble. Although I enjoyed all of the settlers in the villages in the valley.
experiences on and around the Sea It was obvious why Israel wanted
of Galilee, and the inspiring places to clear the PLO from their strong
in Jerusalem which relate to the hold in southern Lebanon. During .
death and resurrection of our Lord, a discussion with the soldiers—
there were several spots which had both men and w om en-they hand
special meaning to me on this par ed me their automatic rifle, stuck a
cap on my head, and posed with
ticular journey.
1. I had my first opportunity to me for pictures. They were the
visit Caesarea Phillippi which is at most informal army people I have
the northern tip of Galilee and at ever been around.
2. One of the most enjoyable
the foot of snow-capped M t. Hermon which is covered* with snow days I have spent in the Holy Land
year round at 96,000 feet up. This was on a trip from Tiberias down
is the place where Jesus took his the Jordan River Valley to Jericho
disciples for a final period of and on to the Qumran caves and
fellowship and teaching before he Masada.' In the days of Christ, a
set his face toward Jerusalem good orthodox Jew living in Galilee
which would lead him to his death. to the north would never dare put
It was during this time of interac a foot down inside Sam aria.
tion with his disciples that Peter Therefore, they made a long cir
made his great proclam ation, cuitous journey to Jerusalem from
T hou art the Christ, the Son of the Nazareth through the Jordan River
Valley to Jericho, and then twentyliving God." (Matthew 16:16)
However, there was some fun at five miles back up the mountain
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soldiers and watched to see who our pilgrims, I gathered them
range to the city of Jerusalem .
This was the route Jesus followed lapped up water on the run and together and told the story of what
with Mary and Joseph when they who stopped to take a full draught Jesus did on each one of those days
took the twelve year old boy to the with cupped hands, and of course, which led up to his crucifixion.
Following this, we went to the
Holy Land. And, it Was the most the Brook Jabbok is a most famous
shocking and startling event of the place in the Bible because of the ex home of the high priest Caiaphas,
where he was first judged and from
entire journey in later years when periences Jacob had there.
Not far from Masada, we all stop there to Pilate's H all. W alking the
Jesus told his disciples they would
return north to Galilee through ped for a rest where I saw an of narrow of the Via del a Roso we
Samaria. This was just not done by ficial road sign which pointed followed the Stations of the Cross
toward Sodom in one direction and to the traditional spot where H e
orthodox believers.
And to add more consternation, Jerusalem in the other. I got was buried beneath the Church o f
District Superintendent, Dr. Robert the Holy Sepulchre. O n the follow
Jesus stopped by the well and talk ■
ed to a woman of doubtful Scott of Southern California to pose ing day, the group enjoyed the in
character who had been married to with me for a picture under this spiration of Gordon's tomb and
several men and was not married sign. I might add that I stood on communion at a place which was
guaranteed to increase the devotion
to the man which whom she was the Jerusalem side.
3 .1 never grow weary of sitting of each person present.
living. No wonder the synagogue in
I made this trip as a speaker each
Nazareth was filled on Friday night on the Mount of Olives looking
when Jesus returned and stood to across the Brook Kidron to the night in a hotel meeting and as the
Garden of Gethsemane and tracing provider of some special moments
read the Scriptures.
The Jordan River Valley is semi- in my mind the journey of Jesus of inspiration from the Bible as we
tropical because it is more than 600 from Bethany, across the Mount of viewed various sites. Because of
feet below sea level and falls to ap Olives, up to the city of Jerusalem . my schedule, I did not stay for the
proximately 1200 feet below sea During his last week prior to the ~entire tour and was only gone five
level when-it enters into the Dead crucifixion, he made this trip each days. But these were five days of
Sea. A number of tributaries come day. By W ednesday, just before I great blessing and inspiration. If
into the River, but the two most ex had the opportunity to ride on a you love our Lord and you love the
citing ones to me were the river cam el, which seemed to be an im  New Testament, you w ill no doubt
where Gideon had marched his mediate tourist attraction for all of love a trip to the Holy Land.
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Bÿ Dr. David Kale

W hy should anyone want to
We live in a time in our culture change this seemingly utopian ar
when there is more stress and con rangement? We happen to live in
flict in male-female relationships culture which values task orienta
than there has been in a long tim e. tion much more than relationship
This is a situation which has been orientation. Our heroes are the “do
brought on by the change in the ers," the achievers; those who have
role of the woman. To understand skills in managing large corpora
how this has come about, we need tions, throwing a football or perfor
to consider the factors which have ming in front of a large audience.
We place much less value on skills
led up to this situation.
As with many cultures in the associated with managing relation
world, our culture had clearly and ships, nurturing others or resolving
separately defined roles for the disputes. How could we have ever
man and the woman. The man was told anyone that it was an insig
to be the task-oriented person in nificant skill to help children grow
the culture. It was his job to solve up feeling good about who-they are
problems associated w ith the or to create a warm and supportive
physical environment in which we environment in the home?
Clearly our culture has reserved
live. Providing food, maintaining
' housing and producing income for its highest rewards for the “do-ers'
the family were all responsibilities and not the “be-ers.” Since the
associated with the role of the man. females of the culture are those
The woman's role was considered who were assigned to the "be-er"
to be that of solving problems in role, they were automatically shut
the area of human relationships. out from being able to receive (
She was the one who was supposed those rewards and they have decid
to nurture the children, resolve ed that they are going to do
conflicts and be the supportive something about it.
This leads to a situation in which
member of the fam ily unit.
As you can see, these two roles fit I have a young married couple,
very nicely together in that while both recent graduates of Olivet, sit
the man was solving the problems ting in my office and the girl is say
associated with interaction bet ing, "Why fs it that I have to stay at
ween the fam ily and those outside home while he goes to graduate
the fam ily, the women was solving school? W hy shouldn't he stay out
problems within the fam ily. These and wait while I go? W hy not see
roles compensated each other very who gets the higher GRE score and
nicely and things were just fine for that person goes first?"
I hope you see the competitive
many years.

nature this girl sees in her relation
ship rather than one of coopera
tion. If you want a marriage rela
tionship to sour fast, making the
relationship between the two of
you competitive in nature is a sure
way to get the job done in a hurry.
Now don't misunderstand the
point I am trying to make. I am not
saying that she should automatical
ly stay home while her husband
goes to school. The rules on manag
ing these relationships are in such a .
state of flux, if is necessary for the
couple to cooperatively work out
an arrangement in which both of
them can be convinced that each is
doing what can be done to support
and encourage the development of
the other. Perhaps it is going to be
necessary for both of them to go to
school part-time while working
part time. Perhaps she has the bet
ter opportunity and he w ill be w ill
ing to wait before pursuing his pro
fessional goals.
Whatever the case, couples today
are going to have to do more of the
managing of their relationships for
themselves than ever before. They
can no longer depend on the
culture to provide as much struc
ture for them as has previously
been the case. W hile 'this in
troduces more uncertainty and
stress into our relationships, it also
presents the opportunity for the
couple to build a relationship
which is uniquely suited to them.
(Continued on page 2)

Christian life is not a frantic run. .. but an existence where we are
in control with God's help.”
Dr. John Bowling, College Church, February 10,1985
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Letter to the editor.

EDITOR’S CORNER^

Movie viewing policy misinterpreted

Show love
Since Anthony Campolo's visit to our campus, there has been a
good deal of discussion on the various topics that he presented. A
few factions sided against the things he said, but a great many
more have taken on a new vision and understanding of what
needs to be done. Primary attention of those who have decided
to ‘’change* has centered around his ideas of showing love to a
hurting world.
A ‘Compassionate Ministries* program has been developed
and recently held its first meeting. This group has split into
several smaller interest areas which include a shut-in ministry, a
work group, a hunger-awareness project, a teaching of reading to
illiterate adults campaign, and a business-oriented community
help focus. A ll of these ministries are still open to those in
terested and you may see D r. Kale for more details.
Although groups such as these and others have formed or had
already been functioning, many students and faculty members
w ill still sit back and not get involved. Stated reasons for this ac
tion could range from “I don't have enough time* to “None of
these things going on really interest me.* But, even if these "ex
cuses* are true, there is something that everyone, no matter what
their circumstances, could do. Their something would be to
SH OW LO V E.
M any of you are probably saying right now “Yeah, yeah, I
show love all the time so w hafs the big deal?* What I ask in.
return, though, is "Who do you show that love to?* Is it only to
people who fit your standards or are in your clique of friends? If
so, I'd like to challenge you to try a few new ways of acting
toward everyone with whom you come in contact.
First off, try a change of pace. Maybe this w ill involve sitting in
a different area of the cafeteria or standing in line on 'the other
side.* If your classroom seat isn’t assigned try a new location
(watch the look on the face of the person who normally sits in
that seat!).
Secondly, make your love known. As you pass people while
walking across campus give them a big smile and "hello.* Let
them know that you acknowledge them as a person and genuine
ly care about them.^
Lastly, believe in what you're doing and know why you're do
ing it. Realize that Christ has called you to love others and to
share with them all that He has given to you.
Although the type of love mentioned above may involve some
changes in your current lifestyle, the gospel calls us to no less.
Campolo summed it up best when he said, T f you don't believe
in love, give up Jesus.*
Chris Peal
Editor
The Glimmerglass

To the Editor:
I believe that the policymakers at Olivet- Nazarene College have
m isrepresented the Nazarene
manual when it comes to movies.
The O livet Student Handbook
declares a blanket ban on all
movies, whereas the manual only
encourages avoidance of the mo
tion picture cinema.
As a student of O livet, I have
entered into a social contract
whereby I w ill not attend a m otion;
picture cinema. According to th e '
manual, this is a result of my
* .. .obligation to witness against
social evils by appropriate forms of
influence." It goes on to say the ap
propriate form is "refusal to
patronize" the movie industry. This
blanket ban of the theater has now
become laughable in the face of
home video recorders, cable TV,
and on-campus film s. Had the
policymakers tried to understand
the original intent of the manual
and upheld that principle, we
might be a lot better off.
In order to understand the
original intent of the manual, we
must look at when it was formed.
In the early 1900s, when the
Church of the Nazarene was being
form ed, Hollyw ood was also
emerging as a center of activity for
entertainment. M uch of what
Hollywood was putting out was a
vaudevillian type of entertainment.
The word "vaudevillian* has lost
some of its original concept, but it

could best be described as the junk
of TV today. The church wanted,
and rightfully so, to take a stand
against this type of entertainment.
From this stand we have
perverted the original intent, and
we now have a blanket ban on all
movie attendance. In our legalism
we have stretched this point to
ridiculous lim its. For example,
'Chariots of Fire" was not allowed
to be shown on campus last year
because it has not been on TV yet.
What kind of logic is this? Who are
we trying to appease here? I can
only assume that this guideline is
used so that if anyone raises any
flack about a movie, a handy
defense is to say that the movie was
shown on T V .
Excuse me while I go punch
som ething! Sin ce w hen has
everything on television been
worth w atching? Certainly it
would be a lot easier for all of us if
we would replace the guidance of
the Holy Spirit with G , PG , R, and
X ratings but this is not possible.
The “avoidance" statement in the
manual is a far cry from a blanket
ban. In fact, as I understand it, the
manual exists as guide lines for
discernment; to show us how to
choose rightly. Isn't that what
manuals are for? That simple state
ment may have been sufficient in
the early 1900s but is naive in
1984.
What needs to happen here is
that we find a way to develop prin

ciples for discernment which can
be internalized. It seems to me that
a Christian, liberal arts college
would be the perfect place to do
this. There are some very good
reasons as to why you should not
see certain movies, and there are
very good reasons as to why you
should see some movies.
Responsible adults should be
able to know the difference bet
ween an exploitation movie and a
cinematic master work. If we don’t
develop principles for discern
ment, we w ill find that the 'movie
rule” will eventually be dropped
from the manual even as other
ru les have b ee n . W ith no
guidelines left and no internalized
principles developed,- we can be
certain that chaos w ill result.
How can a college, whose stated
purpose is to help us develop social
ly as well as spiritually, attempt to
ignore this vast industry and the
overwhelming impact it has on our
society? Because of our head-inthe-sand attitude, the church has
been ignored. Even fortune cookies
can tell you that, “not to decide is to
decide.'
What I am saying here is that we
can have a positive impact on the
movie industry and our society if
we w ill vote with our admission
dollar for the type of morally ac
ceptable film s we want to en
courage producers to make.
Sincerely,
- Dave Carlson

Need a taxi? Ask for Number 232!
-Looking for a taxi in Sydney,
Australia? Be sure to ask for Cum
berland Cab Number 232. Its
driver, David Hubbard, carries a
Bible and tracts on his front seat to

help travelers with spiritual needs.
“I only drive a cab 13 hours a
day, but I try to help people 24
hours a day.*
One young lady who he

counseled is now in college, train
ing for the mission field. To en
courage other drivers, Hubbard
formed the Taxi Drivers Christian
Association.

more on a person's nonverbal ex
pressions in this area.

before. Try sitting with different
people in the dining hall or next to
a different person in class so that
you force yourself into adapting to
a new set of circumstances.

what happened?" He said, with a
raise of his eyebrows and a big
smile on his face, "None of your
business.*

Male-female relationships
In order to take advantage of this
opportunity, there are three essen
tial characteristics the individuals
involved w ill need to have: sen
s itiv ity , fle x ib ility 'a n d e x 
pressiveness.
Sensitivity
How are your skills in identify
ing and empathizing with what is
going on in the lives of other peo
ple? This is an essential skill in
m anaging a relationship and
without it, people w ill be unable to
adapt their responses to the needs
and values of the other.
It seems to me that a person who
is a Christian should have an ad
vantage over the nonbeliever in
this area. At least we say an awful
lot about compassion and caring
for others; I'm not sure how much

practice we have at it.
To develop skill in this area, at
tempt to do some reflecting back to
others in the relationships in which
you currently find yourself. Try
saying to them “Now, see if I am
understanding what you are say
ing.* Then go on to restate what
you heard them say and see if they
concur with your understanding of
their message.

Flexibility

Once you have accurately assess
ed the ideas and feelings of others,
it is necessary to be able and w ill
ing to adapt to what is going on in
side the other. How readily can
y o u ch a n g e y o u r p la n n e d
behaviors when you find out that
Once you have developed skill at the 'other person would respond
this level, go on to the next one much more - positively to some
which would be characterized by other behavior? Do you always
saying "Now see if I am understan have to have things the way you
ding w hat you are feelin g.1' want them?
Remember that people are always
One way to begin working on
better at describing their ideas than
they are at describing their feel developing skills in this area is to
ings. Words are particularly weak purposefully put yourself in new
in being able to describe feeling: situations which call for responses
and you w ill need to learn to rely you have never had to demonstrate

ONC VOICES /

Expressiveness
I remember a time when I used
to ride to work with a fellow who
at first did not know what I taught.
When he found out that I taught
courses in communication, he said,
*1 sure wish the communication
between my wife and myself was
better.* I said, "Have you ever told
her that?* He looked at me as
though I had just introduced him to
sliced bread. The next morning he
could hardly wait to get into the car
when I stopped to pick him up. As
soon as he opened the door he said,
*1 told her. I told her." I said, “W ell,

Some of us have real difficulty
telling others what is going on in
side of us. M any times all we need
is to h a v e so m eo n e else
demonstrate that he or she really
cares about us and at other times it
is just a matter of getting practice at
it.
Try thinking of your relation
ships as gifts from God which
allow you to find out about
yourself at the same time that you
are ministering to others. They are
to be cherished and nurtured with
the same sense of stewardship that
we apply to all of the other re
sources He so bountifully showers
on our lives.

Do you believe in “ going steady” or “ dating around” ?

GREG BROWN
Farmington Hills, Michigan
Junior

KELLI M. LOBB
Cincinnati, Ohio
Junior

BRIAN R. GARVIN
River Forest, Illinois
Freshman

CINDY SPRING
Port Huron, Michigan
Senior

I feel that a person should date
around to find out what qualities in
a person he/she likes. I do not feel
that a guy/girl should commit
themselves to more than one per
son at a time. A relationship should
be developed between two people,
not multitudes.

I am a firm believer of dating one
person at a tim e. At least that's
what I do when Brian's around.

I feel a person should date
around until they find someone
they really get along with. It's
dangerous to date lots of gwis and
get serious with them all. Keep a
relationship light unless you really
like this person better than all the
others.

I feel you should date around be
The problem of having too many
dates has not as yet plagued me. cause there are a lot of fish in the
However, I think it is o.k. to date sea and why get tied up with one
around unless in so doing you are tuna."
being deceptive to one who thinks'
he is “someone special.* And I
definitely think one date per night
is plenty.*

TIM CAMPBELL
Plano, Illinois
Senior
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V IE W P O IN T
it beats dating a square

Suffering through first date
By Laura Henderson

By Andrea Downs

...

W ill you go with me? Go where? You know, just check one of
these boxed: □ yes, □ no, □ just friends,,,:
O h, I remember it w ell. The first "go steady” note from that
cute sixth grader. O f course I was in the sixth grade too so it
didn't seem absolutely unreasonable. Checking the "no” box
would simply mean half of the class of sixth grade boys would no
longer speak to you, and you might as well count on the fact that
you w ill now always be on the losing kick-ball and bombard
ment teams. So, if you havens guessed by now, I checked the
“«yes” box. The rewards were great. This meant a sure first pick on
any given recess sport as well as an occasional walk home for a
grilled cheese and Spaghetti-Os lunch at either his or her pad.
This, of course, was initiated by parental invite.
Dating steadily can be advantageous. Those who take the
"steady" route only have one first date to dread. From the male
perspective, once he's planned that first date to Orland for ChiChi's and the closed mall ox Chicago and pizza, he's home free.
He’s made his first impression—he either bombed or has crown
ed him self King Ding-Dong of the dating scene. Let's say the lat
ter is true. She likes him . She's dying to go out with him again,
although not a word of this is leaked to anyone except maybe a
crucial person-his roommate. From there you can guess what
happens. True love, courtesy of the O N C grapevine. Another'ad- r
vantage of only one first date is only one interrogation by one's
roommates, friends, neighbors, and any other parties.,
i.e ., anyone who happens to be walking through the bathroom at
the time of your conversation.
This also correlates with the dreaded "day after,” when
everything becomes much clearer in the morning light. Every
O N C amateur dater hates Saturday lunch in the cafeteria. Girls
hide behind the salad bars. Guys frequent Hardee's. Steady
daters avoid this problem by going to Saturday lunch together.

What’s
best. . .
A steady
or
a

variety?

If an individual, in the process of dating around, happens to go
out with the same person more than once (by accident of
course), another problem inevitably is to be faced—the first kiss.
As you and your date reach the Kankakee exit on 1-57 the
thoughts start racing in your mind. W ill he kiss me? Does he
th in k I want him to kiss me? If he does kiss me, when, where,
why, how??? The car pulls up in front of Parrott and you have a
farily good idea of what is going to happen. He walks you down
the sidewalk to the front door and you repeatedly say, "Thanks
again Really, it doesn't matter we had to walk all that way."
Finally, the moment of truth. O h no! Not in the lounge! At least
steady daters only have to experience this once a relationship.
Dating steadily or dating around are both meaningful only in
relationship. There may be a few "sick" coeds who enjoy the
endless 'first date" scene. This is totally acceptable but I have
reason to believe the majority of young adults suffer through the
first dates in hopes that this one just may introduce them to M r.
or M iss Right. Those who have found the right one have every
reason to join the steady daters' society but those who have not
should refuse to force themselves into this kind of relationship.

When asked to write on the subject of dating around I took it
personally. Lo! I must really look like I date around. O f course
that can be taken either complimentary or derogatory. But, no
matter how you slice it, I guess I am not known for steady dating.
Dating around does have its good points, though. For instance,
dating around means not having to have the same Trivial Pursuit
partner every time you play. To some people that may not be im
portant, but to many like m yself, this is a biggie. Picture this:
You start dating this Bio Chem major. (Wait. Do we have that
here?) Every time he rolls the die he insists on moving to a green
space, which is the science category. That can get really old,
especially if you prefer the entertainment category, like most of
us children of the media. W hat happens is either (a) you play
anyway and give your boyfriend the glory of losing the game all
by him self or (b) you switch to another acceptable form of enter
tainment. (Options include U N O or Scrabble.)
Besides being able to avoid The Great Trivia Problem, there is
another advantage to dating around. Let's face it. After two to
three weeks of dating steadily, couples tend to reach a stagnant
period. "Dating" consists of eating in SAGA and going to church
together. By the fourth and fifth weeks, couples are typing each
other's papers and confering before and after chapel about when
they w ill meet to do each other's laundry. Dating around means
never having to bear these things.
O f course, ¡a "dater arounder" does have to bear a series of
nights with the girls and also a series of first dates. The latter is
usually all right, though. Few really tire of "downtown for pizza
and Watertower* or 'Orland for Chi-Chi's and the mall" (which is
usually closed by the time a couple finishes eating). Let us not
forget the on-campus variety show/game show first dates. Those
are less wasteful for the guys who are not interested in dating
steadily either.
There is one last advantage to daing around that overshadows
the rest. Dating around means never having to meet "The
Parents." Few things put greater fear in the hearts of college
students today than having to meet M r. and M rs. (insert last
name of boyfriend/girlfriend). O nly people that have experienc
ed this can truly appreciate not having to go through it. Com 
ments like, "You look skinnier in your picture," have kept us run
ning for years.
However, we can all run for only so long: Sooner or later, those
of us who want to marry are going to have to date someone for
some elongated period of tim e. (“Elongated,” according to the
Downs dictionary, constituted anything more than 45 minutes.)
Marriage, then, w ill come to those of us who find the right per-i
son and are willing to be seen with them in public twice in one
week. This leads to one of the only two real conclusions reached
after years of research on dating around. Dating around is
relative: If one finds the right one, one w ill not need and should
not force oneself to date around. U ntil one does find the right
one, though, one should refuse to compromise by dating steady.
Conclusion number two is this: If anything, dating around is bet
ter than dating a square.

What if Abraham Lincoln had believed in 1
We hear much these days from personally opposed to slavery, but I arid pro-pornography people would
the liberal, secular national media do not think I should impose my respond to that. If our country had
;followed the pro-choice line on
about those who want to impose own values on bthers.
"I believe in the pro-choice posi slavery, blacks would still be sold
their values on others. W e are told
that politicians should not carry in tion. Those who desire to own on the auction block in this coun
slaves should be able tc/do so and try. And because we follow the
to office their personal views.
We can hear Abe Lincoln now as •those who do not desire to own pro-choice propaganda in regard to
he rises to make his Gettysburg ad slaves do not have to do so.”
We wonder how the pro-abortion
dress: "Ladies and gentlemen, I am
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Please remember they are babies
who were never given a choice, or
a chance, to live.

900 million people speak Chinese
r hinpst» is the most spoken
language in the world. Over 900

million speak it. English is second
with 325 m illion.

Senior
Nursing Students:
Let Your Career
Take Flight
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Copy Reading Staff: Jim Springer, Jill Ferree, Michelle
Monroe, Terri Bowling, Brad Garvin, Cindy Anderson,
Sarah Willis, Gretchen Guyer, Andy Hurles.

abortion, one and one-half million
innocent unborn babies will be
murdered this year.
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The United States Air Force invites all senior nursing students
with a GPA of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale to take a good look at the U .S. Air
Force Early Commissioning Program.
The Early Commissioning Program allows you to join the Air
Force as an officer as soon as you finish school. You’ll have all the
benefits, the respect,, and the prestige accorded an Air Force
officer, plus the opportunity to participate in the Air Force Nurse
Internship Program. The Nurse Internship Program was designed
to help you make the transition from student to professional by
exploring numerous specialty areas at a major Air Force medical
center. From there o n .. .the sky’s the limit.
A guaranteed internship program.. .top pay while you train.. .a
benefits package second to none. For a bird’s eye view of your
future, talk to an Air Force Recruiter. You’ll find there’s some
thing distinctly professional about an Air Force Nurse.
FOR M ORE INFORM ATION C A LL OR W RITE:
TSgt. Thomas Renardo
10735 S . Cicero A ve., Oak Lawn, IL 60453
(312) 425-4021 Outside area call collect

The opinions expressed in The Glimmerglass 'are those of the In
dividual writers and are not necessarily held by the Associated
Students, faculty or student body of Olivet Nazarene College.
Any correspondence should be directed to:

The Glimmerglass /
Olivet Nazarene College
Kankakee, IL 60901
(81 £) 939-5315

795 N . Kennedy Drive
Kankakee, IL . 60901
815/933-8229
On the leading edge of technology
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The Ultimate You
By Sheila Rae Sommavilla

If you've heard it once, you've heard it 13 times:
Aerobic exercise is good for you. But if you're like me,
that statement won't mean much to you until either
you've experienced it, or you're given some good, sound
reasons. That's good, and I encourage you to seek logical
reasoning and sound proof, rather than blindly accepting
everything you hear without question (unless of course I
say it). Search for truth. In your quest for the truth about
aerobic exercise, let me be of assistance and supply you
with facts and a few good, sound opinions here and
there.
What it is: "aerobic" means "using oxygen." Aerobic ex
ercise, then, is exercise that makes your body use the ox
ygen it's taking in. It demands large quantities of oxygen
for prolonged periods. Three top aerobic exercises are
swimming, running, and cross-country skiing. Aerobics
build endurance because the total blood volume in
creases so the body is better equipped to transport ox
ygen. The capacity of the lungs increases. The heart mus
cle grows stronger and with each stroke the heart can
pump more blood, so it needs to beat less often to get the
same amount of blook through the body. Thus, the lower
your Resting Heart Rate (RHR), the better condition your
cardiovascular system is in.
The best time to take your RHR is before you climb
out of bed in the morning. Take your pulse rate for
30 seconds, multiply by 2 and voila! That's your RHR.
Average RHR for a sedentary person is 70 bpm, and a
well trained athlete's could be as low as 40 or 50. As you
progress in your aerobic fitness program, your RHR will
decrease. What incentive to exercise! To determine your
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Target Heart Rate, subtract your, age from 220. That
figure is the maximum your heart rate should be when
you work out, and your safe but effective aerobic zone is
70%-90% of this figure. If you are 20, your aerobic zone is
140-180, so keep your heart rate in that zone to get max
imum aerobic benefits.
When working out, frequently take your pulse for 6
seconds and add a zero (6 seconds gives a more accurate
reading because the pulse tends to drop off rapidly when
you stop exercising). To get aerobic benefits from your
program, most experts, including myself, agree that the
minimum required is 20 to 30 minutes of aerobic activity
3 times pier week.
Anaerobic exercise, on the other hand, doesn't utilize
the oxygen taken in. Sprinting (which is limited by ex
haustion after the first 2 or 3 minutes), golf (except for
the walking), and weight training are prime examples.
There are anerobic components in most aerobic exercise;
for example, a mile run in 60 minutes would be about
50% aerobic and 50% anaerobic. O f course anaerobic ex-.
ercise is beneficial also, and it is important to supplement
a basic aerobic program with strength and muscle
building. Improving strength and flexibility of key mus
cle groups w ill (1) improve performance in any sport,
and (2) reduce susceptibility to injury in sports. (Credit
goes to Dr. Kenneth H . Cooper, his book The Aerobics
Program for. Total Well-Being, for much of this enlighten-,
ing information).
If anaerobic sports is your thing, building an aerobic
base will help your performance by building your en
durance. Weight training can be made aerobic-it's called
"circuit training." For circuit training, use less resistance

and move quickly from one exercise to the next. Jog 30
seconds between each set if you really want to get into it,
and work a different set of muscles for each set. Keep
your heart in its aerobic zone. (Don't forget to warm-up
first.)
We've just discussed what aerobic exercise can do for
your cardiovascular system. You will have more en
durance (tire less easily); less chance of heart disease (#1
killer in America); more energy; physical effects of stress '
w ill be reduced, and long-term resistance to stress in
creased; better digestion; mid improved quality of sleep.
The major benefit that sold me on aerobic exercise, and
the reason I sell it to others, is the psychological aspect.
Getting in shape makes you feel great about yourself,
and that improved self-esteem and confidence tends to
pervade every other aspect of your life. I'm living proof—
I love myself.
• ^
Other benefits include: Improved strength, flexibility,
and reflexes; improved posture; and one of the major
concern to m any-faster, safe weight loss. Yes, the only
way to lose fat is by doing aerobic exercise, because it
bum s fat for energy. "Well," you say, “I don't have time to
exercise, so I diet instead.'' No, no, no! If you diet without
exercise, your body starts burning muscle tissue, not fat.
The body bum s muscle easier than it does fat. Your scale
may show a smaller number when you step on it, but it
wasn't fat you lost. I told you in my last article not to
make time for what's important, and if there's one thing
work that body! Don't give me that “I don't have time to
exercise" line. You don't have the time for anything, you
make time for what's important, and if there's one thing
that's important, it's your'health.

A reaction to reactions: Tony Campolo’s visit
By Jim Springer

In the days that have passed
since D r. Anthony Campolo's visit
to O livet, there has been a great
deal of discussion over the issues
he raised. The stage in Chalfant,
the Red Room, residence halls, and
classrooms have all served as
forums for the exchange of views
on the subject. In the course of all
this controversy, I have noticed
that two rather alarming attitudes
seem to be prevalent.

The first of these is although
Tony Campolo is doing an impor
tant work, the "soapbox" on which
is standing is not for all of us.vCon
cern for relieving desperate situa
tions in under-developed countries
is merely 'Some sort of pet cause.
We have our own problems and1
concerns which are also important.
We're glad that Campolo and
others are dealing with these other
works, because somebody has to
do them; but not us. Like the rich

February 20-24

ONC Spring Revival
By Sue Wheeler
“I believe that we need revival
and I think that these meetings can
help us to that end," states Pastor
John Bowling of Spring Revival
1985 at College Church, Feb. 20-24.
The revival brings D r. Chuck
M illhuff as special speaker and M r.
M ark Murphy as song evangelist.
M illhuff, an ordained elder in the
Church of the Nazarene, is ar
alumnus of O N C and has a
graduate degree from Nazarene
Theological Seminary. In addition,
Mid-America Nazarene College has
honored him with a Doctor of
Divinity degree for his contribu
tions in the field of evangelism.
Some of M illhuffs evangelistic
efforts include: past voice for
worldwide broadcast “Showers of
Blessing"; writer; crusade speaker;
musical composer, as well as
recording artist. He has appeared
on national television many times,
including his own special "Camp

Meeting in Hollywood," which has
aired in more than 50 markets in
North America. M illhuff has also
preached with Jerry Falwell on the
“O ld Time Gospel Hour,” as well as
appearing on Canadian national
television at the People's Church
of Toronto. Currently, M illhuff
Ministries sponsors the weekly
television broadcast, "PROMISE,
with Chuck M illhuff."
Murphy was first introduced into
the field of contemporary gospel
m usic while at O N C as the lead
singer of the Churchmen quartet,
singing at banquets, churches,
youth camps, camp meetings, and
church assemblies in the Midwest,
as well as in many other areas.
M illhuff and Murphy will be
conducting student chapel services
at Chalfant H all Feb. 20-22 at 9;35
a m . Revival services at College
Church are as follow^: Wed. - Sat.,
7:00 p.m .; Sun., 8:30 and 10:50
a.m ., and 6:00 p.m .

young ruler, we meekly walk away
from the costly demands of follow*
ing Christ.
Even more disturbing, however,'
is the response of rationalization
and self-justification. We laugh at
the humorous, barbs and shout
"amen" to stories of sacrificial com
passion, and congratulate ourselves
on the fact that we are already do
ing our share; this sermon is for the'
person in the next seat. W hy, our
church sends missionaries to coun-.
tries all over the world! We even
remember dropping some money
into a basket for starving children
once! Compassion? Just ask any of
our friends; we would give them'
the shirts off our backs! Amen,
Brother Campolo!

It is my prayer that such bandaids of conscience w ill be replaced
by the disturbing, painful, and ac
cusing awareness of the level of
need in the world. It is true that we
all can't be Tony Campolos; the
avenues of service are as diverse as
the needs which must be met. We
cannot, how ever, evade our
responsibility that easily. We must
acknowledge that we are living in a
society which, through inaction, is
guilty daily of the deaths of
thousands from starvation. Even in
this community, the needs of those
who are hungry, cold, and lonely
are the responsibility of those of us
who have the means to help.
The question asked of Jesus is
one we need to ask ourselves con-

tinuously: Who is my neighbor?
Hopefully our answers w ill include
more than our white, upper-middle
class circle of friends. We have
enough who are willing to be mis
sionaries to love the lovable; even
the Pharisees could do that much.
To be a Christian is to be a servant
to the least of mankind. If we don't
like the job d escription ,, we
shouldn't claim the title.

It's a f act . .
When he was inaugurated as the
first presidentof the United States,
George Washington put his hand
on a Bible open to Psalm 121,
which begins: "I lift up my eyes to
the hills."

Rome's

HEADQUARTERS
Fam ily Hair Care Center

538 S. Main (across from Chicago Dough Co.) • Bourbonnais
Call 939-4344 for appointment

ONC STUDENTS
OFF ALL SERVICES
Between 8:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Tuesday thru Friday

i
Buy any size Little Caesars
Original round pizza at regular
price, get the identical pizza
F R E E w ith iyour Olivet I.D.!
Now open daily at 11 a.m.
with
pizza, sandwiches, salads and more

L ittle Caesars®
Kroger Shopping Center'
Bourbonnais

939-0002

i

Reg. Price

Disc. Price

8.00 (M)
9.00 (F)

6.00

• STYLES

15.00 (M)
17.00(F)

11.25
12.75

I

• PERMS *

45.00 & up

33.75

I

• COLOR and
HIGHLIGHTING

IS
I

• HAIRCUTS

• EAR PIERCING

10.0 0 x

27.00 & up

6.75

7.50
20.25

ONC I.D. REQUIRED
Not valid with other discounts or promotions
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THE OPEN LINE
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By Deb Starkweather
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Analysis seminar/
fashion show

•Æ

with
Klarence
Bjerk

m m M M

D ear K .B .:
In the past year and a h a lf I have fa lle n deeply in love
w ith a special young la d y . I w ant to m arry her b ut there is
one big problem th at I'm faced w ith: I can't afford an
engagem ent rin g. H ow can I raise m oney fo r this w orthy
cause and then be able to tie that fin a l knot?
B roke and H earted
Dear Broke:
I was once faced with a problem such as yours, and let me tell
y o u -it's nothing to lose sleep over! I was head-over-heels, too,
and it was with a girl named Abigail. Somehow though we ended
up in conflicting careers and we went our separate ways. I guess
it goes to show -don't buy the ring before the knot's tied.
D ear K .B .:
I know this question has been asked before, but I th in k
it needs to be brought up again because the predicam ent
still exists. W hy don’t the guys on this cam pus ask out
m ore th an a few select girls?
M issed in M cC lain
Dear Missed:
This is the latest off the Olivet news wire: I hear that a good
number of Olivet girls have boyfriends at home and they just
want to spend some time and not even call it a date. This way
they can get around having to tell'the guy at home that they've
gone out and can still have some fun. So O N C gals—drop those
boys at home!
D ear K .B .:
- I w ork tw o jo b s here at O liv e t and it keeps m e quite
b usy. I can han dle being b usy, but w hat gets m e is the fact
th at I alw ays get stuck w ith the dirty jo b s. I'm a great guy
and I treat a ll m y co-w orkers n icely, yet I still get stuck do
ing the dirty w ork. W hat can I do? ■
H eaped-on
Dear Heaped:
I hate to ask, but are you a freshman? If not, then you have a
definite problem. I’d say first to ask around and see what people
think of you. See if they know your name. Secondly, get a new
job. This w ill alleviate your present circumstances and put you
in a new set of dirty jobs. I know this answer is far from great,
but since you're sunk either way, you probably wouldn't have
noticed if I hadn't told you.

The Secretarial and Home Eco
nomics Clubs are presenting a col
or analysis seminar/fashion show
combination, Saturday, February
16 from 10 a.m . to noon in Wisner
Auditorium.
The program w ill feature two
guest speakers, Mary Jackson and
Mary Ann M iller, who w ill be
presenting "The Unique You".
Mary Jackson is a certified color
consultant, wardrobe strategist and
make-up artist.
The program will also include a .
style show put on by the tailoring
and clothing construction classes.
They w ill demonstrate ways to
economize by making your own
clothes.
The cost of the program is $1.00.
Tickets will be sold in Ludwig
Center during lunch and dinner.

Writers1
workshop set
^A
M id -W in te r
W rite r's
Workshop for all writers and those
interested in writing w ill be held
Saturday, Feb. 23 from 1-4 p.m . at
the W isner H all o f. N ursing
Auditorium.
Sponsored by the Kankakee Area
Writers, the workshop w ill feature
Dennis Yohnka and Leora Legacy
as speakers. Each w ill conduct a
45-minute session.
Yohnka, Director of Community
Relations at St- Mary's Hospital,
w ill discuss pu blic relations
writing. Anyone who must prepare
publicity pieces for a club, church,
school or other organizations will
benefit from his knowledge of how
to promote through writing.
Legacy, professor of English and
journalism at Olivet and a publish
ed freelance writer, w ill relate how
to find non-fiction article ideas in
one's own home area or from his
own personal experience and turn
them into article sales. Veteran and
novice writers should find her tips
helpful.
The workshop fee is $3.00 (non
members), $2.00 (members), and
$1.00 (high school and college
students). Call 939-5278 for details.

Olivet yearbook “ on schedule”
By Jeffrey Eck

"A u ro ra " y e arb o o k is on
schedule." That's the latest word
from Aurora editor, Elizabeth
DePietro. She also inserts that all
deadlines thus far are up to date
and everything is going great. This,
of course, is good news for the
students at Olivet, who always an
ticipate the time when the books
are distributed.
This year's edition will be a total
of 336 pages, which is an increase
of 16 pages over last year's book.
The reason for the increase is the
inclusion in the advertisement sec
tion of several full color student
hall floor pictures. This is a brand
new idea by DiPietro, who claims
that student response has been
overwhelming.
The Aurora is free to all students
who have paid their annual activity
fee. However, if a student has only
Ettended one semester this year,
and thus paid only half of the tee,
the yearbook does cost $8. Extra
copies are also available for $16
each.

• resumes • business cards
• w edding invitations
• graduation announcements

G & G S tu d io s
345 W . B roadw ay
B radley
933*8181

Distribution of the Aurora w ill be faculty; Terri Roberts, seniors;
during the last week of school in Nancy Aylor, academics; Janine
M ay. At this time, the annual Sebeck, organizations; and Ruth
A urora slid e show w ill be Crowell, student life.
presented, free of charge, to all
students. This presentation w ill in Integration “wrong”
clude slides taken by Aurora
photographers during tbe year.
“I was wrong," 60s integration
Special mention and thanks is champion says. Sociologist Jam es
given to DiPietro's section editors S. Coleman, whose massive study
who have put in long hours on this in the mid-1960s has been widely
year's production: Bruce Beatty, used to support school desegregahead photographer; Shona Hanner, , tion, now says it' is a "mistaken
assistant editor; Brad Garvin, ads; b elief that black students learn
Zoe Burdine, sports; Marri M artin, better in integrated classrooms. *

GIVE US TIME TO
REPAY YOUR LOAN.
If you’ve gone to college on a National Direct Student
Loan, a Guaranteed Student Loan or a Federally Insured \
Student Loan made after October 1,1975, and your loan
Is not in default, here’s a way to get your loan repaid.
Use the Army’s Loan Repayment program. Each year
you serve on active duty reduces your Indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater. In a three-year
enlistment, you eliminate your debt.
Additionally, you could learn a valuable skill and take
advantage of many other Army opportunities. If you have the
time, we have the money.
Check It out with your Army Recruiter.

SGT MAY

932-4315

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

-ASG COLUMN------------------------

Serving with love .
During the month of February, love is a popular subject. This
love is seen as easy and sweet. But as Christians, this is not the
love that Jesus calls us to have. He commands us to love in a
more challenging and radical way. JesuS said "If you love those
who love you, what reward w ill you get? Are not even the tax
collectors doing that? And if you greet your brothers, what are
you doing more than others? Do not even the pagans do that?"
(Mt 5:46-47). I feel that Jesus calls on us to love by serving and
accepting.
He calls us to accept others because His love breaks the bar-s
riers that man has put . up. These barriers include race,
cleanliness, denominations, wealth, or our own opinions of
holiness. Jesus loved others by associating with the sinners,
lepers, and tax collectors. He did not see these people with the
, world's opinions. He saw them as children of God. We should
not be any different.
-We should not see a Catholic or Charism atic, a black or white,
a poor or rich, a conservative or liberal. What we should see is
another child of G od. This should not be altered by the barriers
of our own opinions of holiness or theology or by the way they
appear. “Stop judging by mere appearance and make a right
judgment!” (Jn 7:24)).
We need to remember what is important. The important thing
is to show the gospel in love. The gospel is not life style, it is not
skin color, it is not money, it is not denominations. The gospel is
that God so loved the world that He sent His one and only Son
for everyone. It is up to us to show God's love, and regardless of
out judgments and opinions, to accept the entire world in love.
Throughout the whole New Testament, we are reminded of
the importance of serving others. Tony Campolo stated that
“One can serve and not be a Christian, but one can't be a Chris
tian and not serve." If we are Christians, then Jesus has called us
to "go and make disciples." I feel that too many Christians are
waiting around for a revelation from God to be called into mis
sion work, or any other m iiiistry. The truth is that each and
every one of us has already been called to go. Jesus wants you to
serve for Him . If the Lord has called you to be a broadcaster,
plumber, teacher, etc., then that's great, but you should be called
by God to do that. There is a plentiful harvest in the world that
needs our love.
Phineas F. Bresee realized this when he began the Church of
the Nazarene. He said, “We want places so plain that every board
w ill say welcome to the poorest. We can get along without the
rich people, but not without the poor. . . Let the great Church of
the Nazarene be true to its commission; not great and elegant
buildings; but to feed the hungry and.clothe the naked and wipe
away the tears of sorrowing."
The United States has only 2% of tlje world's population, and
that percent is flooded with Christian workers. We have a needy
world that needs your prayers, your support, and most of all your
action in service. Jesus calls us to serve; whether in Bradley or in
New Guinea, I do know that He calls us to serve!
The love of Jesus wants us to serve the Lord and accept all in
His name. We should not be concerned how things appear. We
only should be concerned whether or not we are looking for
s ways to show Jesus to others. "What are you doing more than
others?" Are you loving according to the call of Jesus to love all
by serving? O r are you loving by your own perceptions of
holiness and theology, that keep God's love behind the barriers
of legalism?
' >
Scott Chamberlain
A SG Representative

“ THE BIG SANDWICH”
BEST DEALS IN TOWN
ON THE BEST EATIN’ ALL AROUND

Hardeer
448 S. Main - Bourbonnais
1515 W. Court - Kankakee
570'S. Schuyler - Kankakee

Try our
Sausage & Egg Biscuit
2 for *1.39
Good at all participating Hardee’s.
Please present this coupon before
ordering. One coupon
per customer, please.

H a rd e n
This Coupon
not good in combination with
any other offers.

EXPIRES 3-7-85

■ICOUPON i a u i a i « a i

•
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All-school letter writing campaign
It only takes

Helps and addresses for
Action Partner

By Anthony Harrigan

A SG and The Glimmerglass encourage every Christian to take
seriously his/her responsibility for the public well being.
Action Partners commit themselves to write a letter a week,
or alternately, if time forbids, a letter a month.
Use these addresses often and well; and be sure to support
your efforts with prayer.
T he M edia
Federal Communications Commission, 1919 M Street,
Washington, D .C . 20554.
The Manager, National Association of Broadcasters, 1771 N .
Street, N .W ., Washington, D .C . 20036.
The President, National Broadcasting C o ., In c., 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N Y 10020.
The President, Colum bia Broadcasting System, 51 West
52nd Street, New York, N Y 10019.
Public Broadcasting System, 475 L'Enfant Plaza West, S.W .,
Washington, D C 20024, President Lawrence K . Grossman.
Don Wildmon’s National Federation for Decency has
published a Television Sponsor's Guide. Send $ 1 for your copy to
N FD , Box 1398, Tupelo, M S 38801. (Available also at $15/hundred for distribution.)
T he Federal G overnm ent
You should address your Congressman as The Honorable
................... House of Congress, Washington, D C 20515; your
Senator as The H on orab le................ , The Senate, Washington,
D C 20510; the President as The President, The W hite House,
W ashington, D C 20500.
The salutations should be Dear Congressman, Dear Senator
and M r. President, respectively, and should be signed, Sincerely
Yours.
Department secretaries should be addressed as Th<
H onorable................ , and the salutation read, Dear M r. Secretary.
A Congressional Staff Directory may be purchased at a cost
o f $25 prepaid from the Congressional Staff Directory, P .O . Box
62, Mount Vernon, V A 22121.
One of the many groups publishing voting records of Con
gressmen is the Committee for the Survival of a Free Congress,
721 2nd St., N .E ., Washington, D C 20002.
A Letterwriter's Guide to Congress, Chamber of Commerce
of the United States, 1615 H St., N .W ., Washington, D C 20062.
White House Comment Line: 202-456-7639, Justice Depart
ment Busing Complaint Line: 202-633-3847, General Litigation
Com plaint Line: 202-633-4713.
Congressional Record, Superintendent of Documents, U .S.
Governm ent Printing O ffice , W ashington, D C 20402,
202-783-3238.
U .S. Capitol Switchboard, 202-224-3121 from 7 a.m . to 11
p .m ., seven days a week.
Legislative Information O ffice, 202-225-1772 from 7 a.m . to
11 p.m ., seven days a week.
To listen to recorded"messages on the latest legislative activi
ty, call 202-224-8541 (for Senate Democrats); 202-224-8601 (for
Senate Republicans); 202-225-7400 (for House Democrats); and
202-255-7430 (for House Republicans).
For $2 you can send a 15-word message (a personal opinion
wire) to any legislator. T he bill w ill be sent to you or put on your
phone bill. Call your Western Union office.
Other addresses you need may often be obtained by a simple
phone call to your local library.
The servant o f the Lord must not strive, J?ut be gentle unto all
men, apt to teach, patient in meekness instructing those that oppose
themselves; if God peradventure yvill give them repentance to the
acknowledging o f the truth; and that they may recover themselves out
o f the snare o f the devil, who are taken captive by him at his w ill'
- I I Tim . 2:24-26

tt

Activated Awareness

99

When confronted with situations
that upset them, citizens often are
advised, "Write your congressman.”
It was good advice in the past; it is
good advice today. Congress listens
to the voice of the people.
M any people doubt this is the
case. They don't write to their con
gressman because they believe that
their representatives pay little or
no attention to letters from con
stituents. They are mistaken in this
view . Anyone who has worked in a
congressional office knows that let
ters from constituents are read
carefully. Congressmen who want
to stay in office make certain that
they get the messages the voters
are sending.
The new Congress certainly will
be trying to gauge the views of the
people because the electorate these
days is volatile. If officeholders
misinterpret the signals from the
people between now and 1986,
many w ill be swept out of office.
The new Congress needs to hear
from the people on a wide range of
issues. The major media, which bit
terly opposed President Reagan,
have picked up on the theme of his defeated opposition, namely that
the President won on personality
alone and not because the voter;
favor his policies. Liberal media

celebrities are dismissing the Presi-'
dent as a "lame duck” and deny that
he has a mandate to reduce the size
and cost of the federal government.
The American people would do
well to speak up on this issue. Tbey
have a tremendous stake in cost
containment. If Congress heeds the
liberal media superstars, federal
spending won't be reduced and
higher taxes w ill be imposed on the
American people. That’s not what
the electorate voted for in the
presidential election.
Spending and tax policies w ill
receive priority attention in the
House and Senate, and citizens
should give these matters priority
in th eir com m unications to
m em bers o f C o n gress. The
members need to be reinforced in
their understanding of the public's
support for reductions in federal
expenditure. The Grace Commis
sion has pinpointed more than
2,000 places where cuts can and
should be made.
The American people would do
w ell to make sure that the
unilateral disarmers don't gut the
Presiden t's defense b u ild u p .
Tremendous pressures are building
up on the liberal-left side in politics
to make cuts in spending at the ex
pense of national security. To do
that would be to send the worst

Coca-Cola Co. low on morals
Coca-Cola. The name conjures
up the image of a good, clean,
fa m ily -o rie n te d
co m p a n y .
H o w e v e r, n am es, ca n be
misleading. Coca-Cola is often
anything but a family-oriented
company.
Did you know, for instance, that
Coca-Cola gives thousands vof
advertising dollars to Playboy to
push pornography? Say it isn't so.
But it is.
When it comes to sponsorship of
television programs, you would
think that Coca-Cola would spon
sor programs w ith traditional
morals, right? W ell, you are wrong.
Coca-Cola regularly helps sponsor
programs such as the homosexualpromoting ABC program "Hotel";
“Three's a Crowd," the ABC pro
gram which promotes pre-marital
sex; “Three's Company," the ABC
program which made a joke of sex.uality; the night-time adultery
a p p ro v in g so ap s " D a lla s ,"
"Dynasty," and "Knot's Landing".
Coca-Cola spent m illions of
d ollars in p rod u cin g "Body
Double," the Brian De Palma film
which was rated R but should have
been rated X . “Body Double"
features adult sexual situations and
murder by way of goring a woman

through with an electric drill.
And remember 'Silent Night,
Deadly Night"? That movie was
about a Santa Claus who went
around murdering people. CocaCola, Time and CBS all shared in
the expenses to bring that movie to
your theater. When your five-yearold has nightmares of Santa
murdering people because of the
television ads he saw, you can
thank Coca-Cola for them.
What is Coca-Cola's attitude in all
of this? Perhaps it is best described
by Brian DePalma, the producer of
the sex and violence movie “Body
Double." “For the parent company,
the bottom line is: Is it profitable?"
And while the Chairman of the
Board of Coca-Cola says he doesn't
“like movies with a lot of blood and
violence," he certainly doesn't mind
taking to the bank the money that
such movies make for Coca-Cola.
Please respond with your feel
ings on this type of sponsorship.
The address is Chrm . Robert C .
Goizueta, The Coca-Cola Com
pany, P .O . Drawer 1734, Atlanta,
G A 30301. The phone number i:
404-898-2121.
(R eprinted from the N F D
Journal.)

possible signal to the Soviet Union.
Proponents of unilateral disarma
ment also hope that arms talks bet
ween the U SA and the USSR will
result in cancellation of new
American weapons systems. They
would have the United States make
all the concessions in negotiations.
The Soviets are militant negotiators
and they w ill take advantage of any
sign of weakness on the American
side. The U .S . public, therefore,
should keep the message of a
strong defense constantly before
the White House as well as Con
gress. Both elected and appointed
officials need to be reminded that
Am ericans are as m uch for
strengthened defense now as they
were in 1981 when M r. Reagan
entered office.
It only takes a postcard to send an
important message to lawmakers
and policymakers in Washington.
Isn't it worthwhile to write a card?

Grocery chain
drops alcohol
Selling alcoholic beverages sets a
bad example, according to Ronal<^
R . Frost, president of Piggly Wiggly
Southern, Inc. The Vidalia-based
company owns and operates 82 of
the 123 Piggly W iggly supermarket
franchises in Georgia.
"A company is like a person," said
Frost. “It has a system of values.
We are profit-motivated within cer
tain parameters. But we're not go
ing to do just anything to make a
dollar.’
The company's 82 stores are clos
ed on Sunday, currently an
unusual phenomenon in the super
m arket fiejd . "M any o f our
employees want that as a day of
rest," said Fisher- Barfoot, vicepresident for marketing. "Hopeful
ly, if we're not requiring them to go
■to work, they'll go to church."
Frost and Barfoot admit the com
pany may be moralistic, but feel
that alcoholic beverage sales would
set a bad example for their 4,000
employees® many of whom are
teenagers.
They believe that if they can.
show people a business can suc
ceed without selling alcoholic
beverages, they can set a good ex
ample. The officers said the com
pany is showing profits and grow
ing, anticipating sales of $500
million this year.
Please write the Piggly Wiggly
Southern, Inc. to commend them
for this action. Address letters to:
Robert R . Frost, Piggly Wiggly
Southern, In c., 100 Brinson Road,
Vidalia, G A 30474.

ARE YOUR
COLLEGE FINANCES IN
CRITICAL CONDITION?

DROP-OFF LAUNDRY
and
DRY CLEANINQ SERVICE

WE APPRECIATE
YOUR BUSINESS,
O N C ... THANKS!
Kroner Shopping Center
Bourbonnais

Joining the Army Reserve can reduce your college
costs. If you qualify, our Educational Assistance pro
gram will pay up to $1,000 a year of your tuition for four
years.
If you have taken out a National Direct or Guaran
teed Student Loan since October 1,1975, our Loan
Forgiveness program will repay 15% of your debt (up to
$10,000) or $500, whichever is greater, for each year you
serve.
If you’d like to find out more about how a Reserve
enlistment can help pay for college, call the number
below. Or stop by.
S G T M A Y / 932-4315 .

ARMY RESERVE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

PERSONALS
HAPPY VALENTINE'S D A Y , O N C
from your staff at
The Glimmerglass
Margie, Sandy, Shelly, Greg,
We love you!
Lori and Paul

Cheryl, Bonnie, Heidi, Connie,
Julie, Kelly, Lenora, Joy, Kyra,
Donna, Cindy: You are the only
one for me!. Happy Valentine's
Day.
Love, Dennis

Chief,
I can't wait to join your tribe!

Mike Kondourajian
It's great to have you back at
school. Happy Valentine's Day.
Dee
Nadene Smith,
God gave me a great life when he
gave you to me! I LOVE Y O U !
Bruce Dillman

G . J . Oma
Thank you for calling Feb. 3.
Also thank you for being so patient
and understanding. Happy Valen
tine's Day.
Princess H .

SLS:
Happy Valentine's Day!
Me

Kathy, Through God's eyes of love,
see yourself the way He does!
Love, S and C

Gang,
Thanks for everything.
Love ya, Dale

JM S,
Happy Anniversary!,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Happy Birthday! •
I love you!
KFR

#99, Thanks for being so under
standing and patient.. You're thé
greatest! Happy Valentine's D ay. I
love you!

Beave,
Thanks
fo r
e v e r y t h in g ,
sweetheart. I love you!
M uffin

Falv,
Happy Valentine's Day - partner!
Love ya

Jam es Harvey,
The violets are blooming, and
all's right with the world since I
met you.
Love, LKL

FOR SALE: Pentax K100, in perfect
condition - $100.00. Contact Miss
Trylong, 939-5136.

M ichelle;
I sure am glad you are my room
mate. Lots of love,
B .G .S.

Beth, Janice, M iriam , D i & Teri:
You guys make «friendship wor
thwhile! Happy Valentine's Day!
Love ya, Joy

Deb R U Too I Love You!
You are terrific. You are a very
special person.
Heather

J.F .:
Take heart! O nly 78 days left!
R .S.
Cheerleaders & Yell-leaders,
Thanks for the super Silverdome
weekend! I love all of y o u -so
much! “We're Owesome’
Love, your Co-Captain
Hey Baby,
You do something funny to my
heart.
*The Ricker"
Bean,
Remember - “Your heart belongs
to daddy!*
Love, Russel
G .B .:
Have you found your 'ugly wife”?
J.H .
Jane'
Is B .G . “right up your alley?“
'Arnold'
Thanks for the poster Carol!!
Tammathy Josephine,
You're the world's best sister
ever. Happy Valentine's Day.
Love ya, Spud
Draino,
Thanks for being such a great
roommate. I love you and BOOKOO Valentine's Day.
Love, Squaw Spud

Dear Pume,
This has been a great semester!
Thanks for putting up with such a
strange roomie.
Love, Sheep
Your tape decks spotless, and your
tapes are alright. Just remember to
clean it after you jam all night!
B .F.
M r. Hand,
Learning about Cuba, and having
some food on our time!
Je ff Spicoli
Kim Keegan,
Happy Valentine's Day. I love U!
Rock-n-Roll
Dear Valentine,
You'll never know, w ill you?
Love You Dahling, Alexis
Dear Princess Anne,
You are the best blessing I could
ever ask for. W ill you be mine?
D .C .
J.S .
Wish you could be my Valentine
again. I still care. Have a great day.
Love, D .L .
Johnny,
You're my one and only Valen
tine. Love you Sweetheart!
Lovee

Lanette,
Have a great Valentine's Day.
Love always, Bruce
SM:
M y first statement is 93 days presumptious. I love you.
Am y,
Just a line to let you know that I
love you with all my heart.
Keith
Kelly, you were the inspiration
before anyone else heard the song.
Doc
Ellen,
W ill you be my Valentine?
Steve
To W .P. and S.F.
Roses are Red, Violets are Blue,
<If you think it's over,
We've got news for you!
The L.T.'s
To Precious,
. Thank you for your friendship.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Communicator
WEF
I wuv u
SPC

Dan,
I'm glad you've come into my life,
you're very special to me. Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love, Peaches
To our Zea mays,
Hail Botany Forever! Happy Val
entine's Day.
Love, Zea peas
To the one I have always loved,
Even though we're no longer to
gether, my feelings have never
changed.
I LOVE Y O U !
The forgotten one

Tracy & Pam
Rollin' down the back woods of
Tennessee & Missouri By-ways. If
you're ever in that neck of the
woods stop! We'll be glad to greet
ya with a hug & a smile.
R .D . B .M .

I love you!
Phil
Ron A . —
I love you very much! Write
soon! O .K .?!
Vicki (T.N.C.)
My W illiams H all Gang,
Happy Valentine's Day and I love
you all.
Your R .D . Florence Burghom
Happy Valentine's Day, 'Gary!
Love ya, Sue
Schim
I'm sure glad you're my Teddy
Bear! I love ya!
Laura x
Mark
Thanks for believing m e . . . and not
some psychology book
Kelly
Susan Conaway
I'm looking forward to next year!
-4 .0 's here we come!!
Your next year's roommate

Joe D and Doug S
To our Valentine Sweethearts
We think we're in love because. . .
we've been shot with Cupid's darts.
Love, your marriage and fam ily
fiancees, K .T . and L .S ..
To my brothers D .T . & T .T .
Roses are pink,
Violets are gray,
Have a Happy Valentine's
Day!
M .T .
Paula Hocott,
I really love and appreciate you!
Keith Sparks

To Jen,
The best roommate I could have
ever had. I w ill miss you. Happy
Valentine's DayLove, M e

To Con,
A woman who makes decisions
fast and knows what she wants.
Thanks for being my buddy. Hap
py Valentine's Day!
H uck Finn
To Ferree,
We've come a long way, baby!
Always remember singing in the
rain. Happy Valentine's Day!
Kool and the Gang

Am y Hi
I still love you too! Happy Val
entine's Day.
Keith S.

Harry and Lolly,
You're the greatest! I love you!
Brenda

Lisa, Deena & Janet
What an awesome trio you are!
Melody

Stephanie Sue,
I think you're great! March 23rd
is on its way! HaHa! Have a Happy
Valentine's Day!
Me

M ike T.
You're one terrific guy.
Melody
John,
Have a great Valentine's Day!
Love, The Puppy
M arpe Dean',
We have Dine!
Sec, Reg, RIP

Zoe Anna,
You're very special! I love you
forever! Happy Valentine's Day!
#99

Steg, '
Happy Valentine's Day! O nly 107
more days!!!
Jo

Melissa S.
I just want to wish you a Happy
Valentine's Day. Also, keep up the
good work in cheering. P .S. Beauti
ful legs!
Love, Richard D

Judy,
Jugs Sidney,
We w ill not tolerate Y .I.W .O .
T.R.!!
Love, Draino & Kroy Russel

“Sher-Bear*
In 86 days you w ill be M rs. "SherBear” - 1 love you!

Bruce Dillm an,
I'm honored you asked me to
marry you!!
Love, Nadene Smith
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Dear Steeley Bob, Scooter,
and W ild Bill:
Ha! Ha! You dummies still
haven't found me!
Signed, The Great White Yeti

B lM B
n
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•erage
Fred,
Best to ya cuz you're the best.
Here's to possum tails!
Etheyle
To females of O N C:
The guys are getting tired of just
taking their garbage out. Girls, let
them take you out - say yes!
C .A .M .P .
Debbie T.
W ill you marry me?
Brent & Doug
XO XO
Amie Jordan,
I love you!
N . (X O)
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Read through the Bible in 1985
FEBRUARY
SUNDAY

1985

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

l
3

4

Ex. 13.14
Fs. 18:13-19
Prov. 3:33-35
Matt. 24:1-28

10

11

Ex. 27.28
P s 19:7-14
Prov. 4:14.15
Matt 27:1-26

17

Lev. 15,16
Ps. 25:8-15
Prov. 5:21-23
Acts 8:5-40

Ex. 29
Ps. 20:1*5
Prov. 4:16,17
MatL 27:27-44

18

Lev. 1-3
Ps. 22:16-21
Prov. 5:3,4
Acts 3

24

Ex. 15.16
Ps. 18:20-24
Prov. 4:1.2
MatL 24:29-51

Lev. 4,5
Ps. 22:22-26
Prov. 5:5,6
Acts 4:1*31

[25

Lev. 17.18
Ps. 25:16-22
Prov. 6:1.2
Acts 9:1-31

5

Ex. 17.18
Ps. 18:25-30
Prov. 4:3.4
MatL 25:1-30

6

Ex. 19.20
Ps. 18:31-36
Prov. 4:5,6
MatL 25:31-46

12

13

19

20

Ex. 30.31
Ps. 20:6-10
Prov. 4:18.19
MatL 27:45-66

Lev. 6.7
Ps. 22:27-31
Prov. 5:7-9
Acts 4:32-5:11

26

Lev. 19.20
Ps. 26:1 -5
Prov. 6:3
Acts 9:32-43

Ex. 32,33
Ps. 21:1-7
Prov. 4:20-22
MatL 28
Lev. 8.9
Ps. 23
Prov. 5:10.11
Acts 5:12-42

27

Lev. 21.22
Ps. 26:6-12
Prov. 6:4,5
Acts 10:1-18

7

Ex. 21.22
Ps. 18:37-42
Prov. 4:7-9
Malt 26:1-30

14
21

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

Ex. 34.35
Ps. 21:8-13
Prov. 4:23.24
Acts 1

Ex. 9.10
Ps. 18:1-6
Prov. 3:29.30
MatL 22:15-46

8

Ex. 23.24
Ps. 18:43-50
Prov. 4:10.11
MatL 26:31-56

15
22

Lev. 10.11
Ps. 24:1 -6
Prov. 5:12-14
Acts 6

Ex. 36-38
Ps. 22:1-8
Prov. 4:25-27
Acts 2:1-21
Lev. 12.13
Ps. 24:7-10
Prov. 5:15-17
Acts 7:4-29

28

2
9

Ex. 11,12
Ps. 18:7-12
Prov. 3:31,32
• MatL 23
^ Ex. 25,26
Ps. 19:1-6
Prov. 4:12,13
MatL 26:57 75

16
23

MONDAY

FEBRUARY

14

TUESDAY-

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

l

Lev. 25
Ps 28:1-5
Prov. 6:12.13
Acts 11:1-18

*

Num. 10.11
Ps. 31:19-24
Prov. 6:34.35
Acts 16:16-40

18

17

Num. 23.24
Ps. 34:8-14
Prov. 8:1-3
Acts 20:17-38

24

11

DeuL 1
Ps. 36:7-12
Prov. 8:18-21
Acts 24:24-25:12

25

Num. 1.2
Ps. 29:8-11
Prov. 6:20-22
Acts 13:1-25
Num. 12.13
Ps. 32:1-5
Prov. 7:1-3
Acts 17:1-15
Num. 25.26
Ps. 34:15-22
Proy. 8:4,5
Acts 21:1-16

DeuL 2,3
Ps. 37:1-6
* Prov. 8:22-24
Acts 25:13-27

5

Num. 5
Ps. 30:1-7
Prov. 6:23,24
Acts 13:26-52

12

19

26

Num. 14
Ps. 32:6-11
Prov. 7:4.5
Acts 17:16-34

Num. 27.28
Ps. 35:1-8
Prov. 8:6.7
Acts 21:17-40
' DeuL 4
Ps. 37:7-11
Prov. 8:25-31
Acts 26:1-18

6

Num. 4
Ps. 30:8-12
Prov. 6:25.26
Acts 14

13

20

7

Num. 5.6
Ps. 31:1-8
Prov. 6:27-29
Acts 15:1-21

14

Num. 15.16
Num. 17.18
Ps. 33:1-7
Ps. 33:8-15
Prov. 7:6-9
Prov. 7:10-20
Acts 18:1-23 Acts 18:24-19:20

21

Num. 31,32
Num. 29.30
Ps. 35:15-21
Ps. 35:9-14
Prov. 8:8.9
Prov. 8:10.11
Acts 22:1-21 Acts 22:22-23:11

27

DeuL 5,6
Ps. 37:12-20
Prov. 8:32,33
Acts 26:19-32

28

DeuL 7,8
Ps. 37:21-26
Prov. 8:34-36
Acts 27:1-26

31

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

)

4,

with the Lord. Your spirit must be
nurtured daily to remain strong
and'healthy-.
You may find it best to read it all
in one sitting, or the Old Testament
in the morning, Psalms and Pro
verbs over lunch, with the New
Testament in the evening. Con
sistency is your key to success. Five
minutes daily far surpasses three
hours every three months.
¡Let us purpose together in 1985
to discipline ourselves for the pur
pose of godliness (1 Timothy 4:7).
The fruit is certainly worth the
labor.

-Activity Calendar
Th

1985

SUNDAY

10

In 1985 determine to establish
d daily habit of Bible reading and
prayer.
1. Set a tim e, and do it con
sistently.
2. Set a goal. This calendar pro
vides an easily attainable onpreading through the Bible once in
the next year,, as well as a
systematic means of praying for the
nations.
3. Pray before you read for the
Holy Spirit to open you understand
ding.
4. M ake no exceptions. Allow
nothing to intrude upon your time

Lev. 23;24
Ps. 27:1-14
Prov. 6:6-11
Acts 10:19-48

MARCH

Lev. 27
Ps. 29:1-7
Prov. 6:16-19
Acts 12

Lev. 14
Ps. 25:1-7
Prov. 5:18-20
Acts 7:30-8:4

'V

-

3

Ex. 39,40
Ps. 22:9-15
Prov. 5:1.2
Acts 2:22-47

Establish a habit

2

Lev. 26
Ps 28:6-9
Prov. 6:14.15
Acts 11:19-30

9

8

Num. 8.9
Num. 7
Ps. 31:9-13
Ps 31:14-18
Pr6v. 6:30.31
Prov. 6:32.33
Acts 15:22-35 Acts 15:36-16:15

15

Num. 19.20
Ps 33:16-22
Prov. 7:21-23
Acts 19:21-41

22

Mum. 33,34
Ps. 35:22-28
Prov. 8:12-14
Acts 23:12-35

29

DeuL 9.10
Ps 37:27-33
Prov. 9:1.2
Acts 27:2 A 4

16

23

30

Num. 21,22
Ps 34:1-7
Prov. 7:24-27
Acts 20:1-16
Mum. 35,36
Ps. 36:1-6
Prov. 8:15-17
Acts 24:1-23
DeuL 11,12
Ps. 37:34-40
Prov. 9:3-6
Acts 28:1-16

DeuL 13.14
Ps. 38:1-8
Prov. 9:7-9
Acts 28:17-31
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WKOC
L-RESTAURANT
Rt. 50 at North S t
in Bradley, IL
932-7450 or 932-7437

• What’s New at Mother’s •
11 to 4

Listen to
The Powerline
Countdown
with Dan Keeton and
Laura Keily every
Saturday night
at 10 p.m. on
FM 88.3

15

15-17
16

F-Su
Sa

16-17
17
18
19
20
20-24
22

Sa-Su
Su

23
25

Sa
M

26

Tu

28

Th

M

Tu
W

W-Su
F

Women’s Basketball - Away - 7 pm
Basketball - Away
Wrestling - Away
Ski Club Selling Cookies
ALL SCHOOL VALENTINE PARTY
ONC Symphony Orchestra Concert Kresge - 7:30 pm
Soph. Class - Late Ice Skate
Student Council Retreat
Freshman Toboggan trip
Secretarial & Home Ec Clubs Profession
al Grooming Seminar - 10 am-noon
Women’s Basketball - Away - 2 pm
Wrestling - Away
Basketball - Here
Viking Tour
Concert Singers Tour
Junior Class Prayer Meeting
Basketball - here
NSA All-School Ice Cream Social
SPRING REVIVAL
III. Collegiate Job Fair - Naperville
Women’s Basketball - Away - 5 pm
“The Jungle Book” - Kresge - 9 pm
MRA LATE VIDEO
Women’s Basketball - here - 2pm
Western Illinois University Jazz
Concert - Kresge - 7:30 pm
Commencement Concert semi-finals
Wrestling - Away - NCCAA
Imperials Concert - Chalfant • 8 pm

MARCH

1

F

1-2

F-Sa

1-3

5

F-Su
Tu

7

Th

8

F

Varsity Club - Brian’s Song - Kresge 7:30 pm
All Night Gym Night sponsored by
Wrestling
Choir Tours
Commencement Concert final auditions Kresge - 7:30 pm
Sophomore Class only Gym Night
Mid Semester
Block IV course begin
Spring Recess begins at close of classes
Residence halls close 6 pm; lunch
11:15 - 3 pm
Spring Break

9-17

New Lunch Specials
also

New Dinner Specials
which include our Super Salad Bar

Spiritual
Life
“ Look into it”

FM

COUPON

S T E R E O

Up in Subs
■

HAS A

COUPON SPECIAL
Any time after 5 p.m.

With this Coupon get any
Six Inch Sub (except Crab), Medium
Drink, and a bag of chips for
only $2.00
646 S. Main, Bourbonnais - 933-2874

Prayer Band, Tues and Thurs 6:15
COUPON.

